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self-service transit ate self-service self-service certification anzahl der Transitfahrten Transit claims transit claims self-service transit transit certification delay on the network Übertragungsverzögerung durch das Netz national Transit declaration Durchfahrt durch ein Gebiet The toll is the price paid by the customer for the
services used and commensurate with the route vehicles used and the characteristics of infrastructure (lowland and mountain highways). On the part managed by the Company is applied low land kilometer price. The phone number is calculated by insaling the unit ratio with the travel kilometer. The result value is
rounded up according to D.I 12/11/2001 (G.U. 299, 27/12/2001). The rates applied by various highway franchisees, subject to permission from the Granting Authority (Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport), are updated annually on the basis of a system called the Regulatory Price Limit that adjusts the scheduled annual
rate of inflation, reduces the company's productivity recovery and repairs according to changes in the quality of service provided. Enter toll stations at home and abroad. The customer's payment price for the services used is commensurate with the routes taken, the vehicles used (sorting the athers) and the
characteristics of the infrastructure (lowland and mountain highways). On the part managed by the Company is applied low land kilometer price. Mileage prices include: • annual base rate; • integration of annual fees (L. 122/2010); • I.V.A. to 22%. Type of vehicle characteristics for motorcycles. The 2-axis vehicle has a
height of less than/equal to m. 1.30 on the first axis. The two-axis light B has a height greater than 1.30 m on the first axis. HEAVY 3 Vehicles and convoys are built with 3 axes. HEAVY 4 Vehicles and convoys are built with 4 axes. HEAVY 5 Vehicles and convoys are built with 5 or more axes. HEAVY The Telepass is a
telecommunications system that allows you to pay without stopping at the toll booth at the highway gate dedicated to this service. A small device on the car applied inside the windshield of your vehicle will have a direct dialogue with the devices placed in the doors. The Telepass formula combined with Viacard's current
account card has no spending limits and can be requested by all Viacard owners of c/c. Explore the world of Telepass VIACARD's current Account which is a fee-from-charge card associated with your bank's c/c, with no expiration and spending limits. Viacard allows you to join Telepass. It is a card dedicated above all to
companies and economic operators. Discover the world Viacard Telepass Family is a contract formula of Telepass, telecommunications system that allows you to pay without stopping at the toll booth at the highway gate dedicated to this service. A small machine, applied inside on the windshield of your car or
motorcycle, dialogue directly with the equipment placed at the entrance and exit door. Telepass Family is for natural people, can only be installed on vehicles used for personal purposes and can be requested by anyone with a bank account, banknote or credit card activated, excluding rechargeable cards. Discover the
world Telepass FAST PAY is the automatic deferred payment system of highway tolls, born from the cooperation with SSB (Società per i Servizi Bancari S.p.A.) and based on the use of normal bank debit cards (type of ATM) matched by the release of credit institutions. If you have an ATM card, check with your bank that
it's turned on for Quick Payment, and you can pay the fee directly with the card without paying any additional fees. Fast Pay can be used in all Viacard self-service ports on the national highway network and in gates marked with the Fast Pay logo. It is used by inserting into the appropriate device the automatic self-service
door first the ticket collected at the entrance station and then the badge (with magnetic stripes at the bottom right) without having to type the personal identification code (PIN). The cost/toll limit is up to €61.97 per trip. The amount of fees authenticed by ATM cards in Fast Pay portals will be charged to your bank account
once a month, with the average weighted currency and without any additional charges. In case the customer needs a copy of the invoice, he can request it from Autostrade per L'Italia S.p.A. Scalare Card is a prepaid card available in denominations from Euro: 25.00 - 50.00 - 75.00. You can buy at service centers (cards
from Euro 25.00, Euro 50.00 and Euro 75.00) of Brescia-Verona-Vicenza-Padova, in Punto Blu, are located along the entire highway network, in autogrills, in ACI offices, in some banks and at many tobacco shops, newsstands, filling stations and other stores. It can be used throughout the Italian highway network, in self-
service doors marked by the Viacard brand or even in exits where you usually pay in cash. The card must be kept in such a way that it is notgnetize; if this inconvenience occurs, it may be remagnetized for the remaining amount at any Brescia-Verona-Vicenza-Padova Company Service Center or at a Green Spot or
Office autostrade per L'Italia S.p.A. If the card has deteriorated, the customer must send it in a closed envelope to Autostrade per l'Italia S.p.A., c.p. 2310 Ferrovia - 50100 Florence, or deliver it directly to any Service Center of Brescia-Verona-Vicenza-Padova or a Punto Blu or The Commercial Office of Autostrade per
l'Italia S.p.A. In case the phone number is higher than the rest of the card, you can: pay using two Viacards, first one is exhausted and then a new amount, from which the remaining amount is not covered by the previous will be made; go out to a mandable track by a tax collecter, where you can replenish in cash the
amount not covered by your card; Press the ask button if you're already in the door dedicated to Viacard and you realize that you don't have enough credit in your card. At that time the receipt will be issued automatically for the remaining amount, which you can pay within 15 days, without increasing, at our toll station or
service center, or through payment to the current postal account n. 1008204941 in the name of Autostrada Brescia Verona Vicenza Padova S.p.A., determining the license plate. It should be noted that the device automatically does not accept more than two card inserts: on the third try it automatically releases a non-
payment receipt (paid after the toll station) and therefore allows transit out of the station. Payment of fees is possible for any form of payment applicable: For members of the current account service Telepass and Viacard, payment is periodically and sent directly to the applicant's residence; For radio cards, it is
immediately at the time of purchase at the service centers and blue points of the highway network; For cash, Express And Credit Card payments, payment takes place on request by sending all payment receipts collected at toll stations to the highway company that issued them. The receipt must be sent along with the
form requesting payment of the completed phone number in all parts of it. Similarly, it is possible to request an invoice for tolls paid for special vehicles with a balance not paid by the current postal account. As far as the Company Brescia-Verona-Vicenza-Padova is responsible, the forms and list of invoice requests may
be required both in our toll stations and in our Service Centers. To comply with budget law 2018 (L. 27/12/2017 n. 205 - electronic invoice) it is necessary to have a recipient code (or unique code) or otherwise, the certified E-mail address (PEC) to which the electronic invoice will be transmitted. In the event that such data
is not available, the invoice cannot be transmitted. Online Payment Service fee request form is available in case of inability to pay in the planned payment methods, the Highway Company formalizes the non-charge through non-payment reports. The customer must pay the due amount as soon as possible. If the phone
number is paid within 15 days of the non-payment being issued, the customer will not be charged any additional charges. Otherwise, after 15 days from the date of non-payment, 2.58 euros will be charged for the collection cost. The non-payment may be paid at the Company's toll stations and service centers or (only
from Italy) at the post office on the current postal account 1008204941, in the name of AUTOSTRADA BRESCIA VERONA VICENZA PADOVA S.p.A. (registered office), which indicates the reason for the C/C license plate newsletter and the non-payment number that the payment refers to. It should be pointed out that
only no payment created at one of the authorized autostations can be paid at the Brescia-Padova office. It is also possible to pay by bank transfer through the following bank details: BANCO POPOLARE Soc. Coop. IBAN: IT92 L 05034 11710 00000025252 BIC SWIFT: BAPPIT21010 If you have not received a payment
prompt from a legitimate Credit Management Service, you can contact Customer Service for a quick resolution of the lawsuit. In fact, it should be remembered that, as required by the Highway Code, ticketless users can prove their actual origin by display, in place of tickets that may have been found at a later date, there
is also a check document (receiving the phone number of the previous transit; declaration of the company's workplace presence; invoice; accompanying invoice; purchase receipt; hotel, restaurant, etc.) tax receipt; or a declaration signed by a third party, with a copy of the applicant's identities attached. If the customer
does not receive to pay what is due, the debt collection procedure is activated through a payment reminder, a follow-up payment invitation, a restraining order and attachments. Finally, a complaint is filed for fraudulent bankruptcy. Non-Payment Reports - Automatic Monitoring Of Non-Payment Reports - Self-Service
Monitoring Non-Payment Reports - Public Tracking They are exempt from payment fees (Art 176 of the Highways and Arts Code. vehicles of the Carabinieri with E.I. number plate equipped with a traffic book of the Ministry of Defense with a load note to the Carabinieri Weapons; vehicles with c.r.i.number plate, as well as
vehicles of voluntary associations and similar nonprofit agencies, are used to assist in the implementation of specific and specially branded services approved by decrees of the Minister of Transport and the Minister of Public Works; vehicles with V.F. license plate as well as those supplied to the Permanent Fire Brigade
of the provinces of Trento and Bolzano; vehicles with G.d.F. license plate; vehicles with C.F.S. license plate; vehicles with PEN POLICE number plate; Armed Forces vehicles used to assist (ambulances, self-rescue, etc.) in the performing of services or in the wake of self columns; armed forces vehicles in emergency
interventions and in the event of public disasters, as well as civilian vehicles, with Italian or foreign number plate, in agencies or organizations officially recognized, implemented, after natural disasters or war events, the transport of basic necessities to the assistance of affected populations , on the condition that they have
specific certification from the competent authorities; officials of the Ministry of Home Affairs, ANAS, General Department of M.C.T.C., Inspector General of Road and Road Safety, Ministry of Public Works, authorize road police service. Company reimbursed: tolls paid by users to a greater extent than the amount due;
remaining unpayed or unpayed (credit receipts); tolls for special vehicles are not taken. The Company undertakes a refund as required in writing, subject to verification of the validity of the document produced. Refund requests can be prepared or submitted to the Service Center or Company by fax, e-mail, regular mail.
Normal.
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